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“tradition of the manifesto always intended manifestos to do: clear the air at a particular 

cultural and historical moment.” Yvonne Rainer, 

Lately, with approximately 34 years of dance experience I started to recognize actually 

what we investigated with Michaela (Hargitay) / company two in one 18-20 years ago, it 

was - and still is - I believe, some kind of pioneer approach in dance. Now we have an 

overview about that "thing" as I later on named as BODYPARKOUR .  1

This became an artistic approach as well as a teaching method for adult, professionals, 

hobby dancers, children, youngsters, and even seniors and none dancers (including the 

"system scaffold"  cube). 2

Over this seventeen years we created several performances in-door, outdoor, black box 

theatre and other non-theatre spaces and architectures in a size of a small, medium and 

even large scale with such "concept" of crossover contemporary dance with different kind 

of urban art forms like breakdance, parkour , freerunning , tricking , or slackline  3 4 5 6

The fact is the audiences were always happy & respectful to our works whether they were 

children, youngsters or adults. My “Bodyparkour” teachings were and are successful and 

running well . 7

Nowadays in Austria Vienna, would be necessary to establish another dance art climate 

and re-think decisions makings and programming practice. Why? Because most of the well 

subsidized, well established festivals, theaters, institutions created a non-visible certain 

kind of hidden criteria, aesthetics and definition of dance, that not accepting in their venues 

something that is "full" of physical movements disciplines like parkour, breakdance and 

tricking. Such disciplines, movement expression - as I experienced over and over again - 
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for them is some kind of alien, a devil of (conceptual) dance art…This practice most of the 

time pushed our work into a specific box or just simply ignored. 

This fact limited and still is limiting our chance and rights to be visible for a larger 

audience. Limiting diversity of culture and eventually limiting our freedom of artistic 

development and expression.  

Ok, we do not belong to contemporary dance, circus, neither of dance-theatre for children 

but then, what kind of work, genre or style we are? Where we are welcome? From whom 

we can get sustain support for such approach: 

-   to able to develop,  

- to able to research,  
- to be visible? 

On the other side of the balance sheet, We were lucky enough, with such circumstances to 

still establish our work, find and receive funding and venues, finding individuals who were 

happy to present our work for their crowd. This individuals most of the time has been artist 

by self. I call them visionary people.  

Anyhow, I perceived this facts as references to my/our work. Now I arrived at the point to 

coming out with an artistic creed, a manifesto, because “tradition of the manifesto always 

intended manifestos to do: clear the air at a particular cultural and historical moment.”  8

The Judson choreographers radically challenged spectators to ponder the meaning of 

“dance.” The postmodern dance movement “proposed that a dance was not a dance 

because of its content, but because of its context—i.e., simply because it was framed as a 

dance.”  9

The No Manifesto  by Yvonne Rainer, its precepts encouraged an authentic investigative 10

process. In discussing the manifesto’s influence,  Sally Banes asks and responds, “What 

was left for the choreographer or dancer?...Something that perhaps could only be fully 

realized in the imagination, the reduction of dance to its essentials.”  To redefine 11

movement and performance anew, Judson choreographers had to start at the beginning, 

an approach that continued to influence them long after Judson disbanded in 1964.  12

54 years ago! 
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So and nowadays? 2018 “What was left for the choreographer or dancer?”  13

Let’s think about it, the artistic life evolution: we can easily reconstruct contemporary art for 

at least 50 years, the “late European postmodern dance” (as I call it) like for at least 18 

years or more. And it is doubtful that a quarter of a century will still be the same. 

I do not want “to start at the beginning” “to redefine movement” ! 

I do not want “the reduction of dance to its essentials” 54 years after Judson! 

I want to go continue! 

I want something new, something else - whatever these markers mean! 

I do not attack contemporary dance and performance art,  

I just want to overwrite it! 

I believe the moment is here! The Post-Contemporary time has already begun! 

Post-Contemporary Dance and movement is not simply a new artistic trend, but rather 

a situation, system of conditions, set of criteria, a state including such ideas like common 

good and welfare. We may able economically, politically and socially “to raise awareness 

for changing the system” https://www.ecogood.org/en/vision/. Changing the culture as well. 

Post-Contemporary Dance relies on the elements of contemporary art, as well as the 

postmodern, but as well as the new movement trends like parkour, freerunning, tricking, 

mixed martial art, cage fight, cross fitness and many more progressive movement forms is 

out today.  

The post-contemporary dancer is well trained in all contemporary and post 

contemporary technics, like improvisation, contact and partnering but equally as well as 

highly skilled with breakdance, parkour, freerunning, tricking and bodyweight training and  

many more progressive movement forms like David Zambrano’s “Flying low” , Ido Portal’s 14

“Movement”  or Jozef Frucek’s “Fighting Monkey”  never the less my BodyParkour®  15 16 17
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The YES & NO Post-Contemporary Manifesto  or where we lost Dance?18

 
No… to standing in a corner as dance No to concept as dance No to talk as dance No to 
stillness No to reduction of its essentials No to face less face No to remake of a remake 
No to anti-democratic culture No to No, to Know. Know Dance! Now!
Yes… to an intelligent body instead of unreflected nudity in performance. 

Yes to spectacle. Yes to virtuosity. Yes to transformations and magic and make-believe. 
Yes to the glamour and transcendency of the star image. Yes to the heroic. Yes to the 
anti-heroic. Yes to trash imagery. Yes to involvement of performer or spectator. Yes to 
style. Yes to seduction of spectator by the wills of the performer. Yes to eccentricity. Yes to 
moving or being moved.
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